ABSTRACT: In earlier work [Gruzman, D.; Karton, A.; Martin, J. M. L. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11974], we showed that conformer energies in alkanes (and other systems) are highly dispersion-driven and that uncorrected DFT functionals fail badly at reproducing them, while simple empirical dispersion corrections tend to overcorrect. To gain greater insight into the nature of the phenomenon, we have mapped the torsional surface of n-pentane to 10-degree resolution at the CCSD(T)-F12 level near the basis set limit. The data obtained have been decomposed by order of perturbation theory, excitation level, and same-spin vs opposite-spin character. A large number of approximate electronic structure methods have been considered, as well as several empirical dispersion corrections. Our chief conclusions are as follows: (a) the effect of dispersion is dominated by same-spin correlation (or triplet-pair correlation, from a different perspective); (b) singlet-pair correlation is important for the surface, but qualitatively very dissimilar to the dispersion component; (c) single and double excitations beyond third order are essentially unimportant for this surface; (d) connected triple excitations do play a role but are statistically very similar to the MP2 singlet-pair correlation; (e) the form of the damping function is crucial for good performance of empirical dispersion corrections; (f) at least in the lower-energy regions, SCS-MP2 and especially MP2.5 perform very well; (g) novel spin-component scaled double hybrid functionals such as DSD-PBEP86-D2 acquit themselves very well for this problem.
INTRODUCTION
The IUPAC Gold Book 1 defines a conformation as "The spatial arrangement of the atoms affording distinction between stereoisomers which can be interconverted by rotations about formally single bonds" 2 and a conformer as "One of a set of stereoisomers, each of which is characterized by a conformation corresponding to a distinct potential energy minimum". 3 Conformers occur commonly in organic and biomolecules (which often have multiple internal rotation axes): as often many distinct conformers of such a molecule span a fairly narrow energy range, one finds that, at room or physiological temperature, the substances exist as a population mixture of conformers. Therefore, a reliable account of their properties must make allowances for these conformersbe it quantitative (e.g., conformer corrections to accurate computed thermochemical data 4−9 ) or qualitative (e.g., the use of conformer libraries for docking studies in computer-aided drug design 10 ). n-Alkanes are the simplest model system of this type, formally speaking. The smallest n-alkane with more than one conformer is of course n-butane, with its well-known trans and gauche conformers: four simple rules for enumerating conformers in longer alkane chains have been discovered and published. 7, 11 In systems with intramolecular hydrogen bonds or weak hydrogen bonds (e.g., melatonin 12 ), these will of course drive conformer equilibria to a large degree: obviously, they cannot be a factor in alkane conformers, and thus dispersion forces become disproportionately important. 4 (A 1970 paper by Schleyer and co-workers may have been the first to point out the relevance of dispersion to conformer equilibria: 13 "It is expected that favorable intramolecular van der Waals interactions, resulting from the alignment of adjacent chains in long n-alkanes, will allay the energetic cost of forming the gauche bonds necessary to align the chains. Cooperative folding effects, such as 'adjacent gauche stabilization' [...] may also be attributed to favorable intra-chain van der Waals interactions [...]".) Dispersion interactions have of course much wider importance as a crucial component of weak interactions, which themselves are fundamental to molecular recognition, supramolecular chemistry.
Recently the energetics of alkane conformers have received a fair amount of theoretical and experimental attention 4,6,14−18 This is not just for their own sake, but also as reference data for evaluation and parametrization of molecular mechanics, 15, 19 and density functional 4 methods. (Mention should also be made of a recent study on the Raman spectrum of alkane chains with reference to imaging of biomembranes. 20 ) While it has been known for some time that DFT functionals perform below their usual par for conformer energetics, 21 Gruzman et al. (GKM) found 4 that conformer energy differences are a particularly sensitive test for how well a DFT method handles weak interactions, particularly dispersion which dominates the conformer energetics. 4, 13 The main findings of GKM were: (1) conventional DFT functionals exaggerate the conformer energy spacing; (2) simple empirical dispersion corrections such as overcorrect; (3) functionals that seek to implicitly account for dispersion such as the M06 family not only overcorrect but cause tg/gg conformer inversion; (4) double-hybrid functionals, which explicitly account for some dispersion, do a much better job but still need some help from empirical dispersion corrections. The set of highly accurate ab initio reference data obtained by GKM has been included in the general DFT benchmark sets GMTKN24 23 and GMTKN30 24 by the Grimme group.
The main lacuna in GKM was that it focused on conformer equilibrium energies only, rather than on the various extrema or the entire conformer surface. Correct description of the latter may be a much more precise gauge for the correct treatment of dispersion interactions, and assist the development of more reliable models for empirical dispersion corrections. In recent years, kinetics and dynamics of conformer isomerization reactions has been the subject of experimental attention. 25 Very recently a paper by Tasi et al. 26 (TNMT) appeared that considered the topology of the n-pentane conformer surface, as well as considered similarity analysis of surfaces obtained at some semiempirical, DFT, and ab initio (HF and MP2) levels of theory, the latter using the MP2/6-31G* split-valence basis set. TNMT also identified 14 stationary points on the torsion surface (four minima, six transition states, four second-order saddle points).
In the present study, we will provide a benchmark ab initio torsional surface of n-pentane and ascertain convergence in 1-particle basis set and n-particle correlation treatment. We will then consider the performance of existing density functional methods and of empirical dispersion corrections. Along the way, we will obtain some insights into the nature of dispersion.
METHODS
All density functional calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09 releases B.01 and C.01.
27 CCSD(T) optimizations were likewise carried out using Gaussian 09; as the ordinary energy-only optimizer in Gaussian 09 only allows minima and transition states, the second-order saddle points were optimized through the expedient of having the "external" feature of Gaussian invoke a numerical gradient calculation with another instance of Gaussian. In this manner, the "energy-only" character of CCSD(T) was hidden from the optimization layer. 28 The highest level of theory at which we were able to carry out such optimizations was CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ.
Single-point CCSD(T) calculations with larger basis sets, and optimizations of minima with same, were carried out using MOLPRO 29 2010.1. The latter code was also used for singlepoint explicitly correlated CCSD(T)-F12b 30 energies. Most calculations ran on the IBM iDataplex cluster of the Faculty of Chemistry at the Weizmann Institute of Science, while the explicitly correlated surfaces were run, likewise using MOLPRO 2010.1, on the CASCaM cluster at the University of North Texas.
The following wave function-based electron correlation  methods were considered: HF, MP2, MP3, MP4, CCSD(T),  SCS-MP2,  31,32 SOS-MP2,  33 SCS-MP3,  34 SCS-CCSD, 35 and MP2.5.
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As an organizing principle for the plethora of DFT methods currently available, Perdew proposed the "Jacob's Ladder" (using a Biblical analogy). Here Hartree theory (no exchange, no correlation) represents the "earthly vale of tears" and the hypothetical exact exchange-correlation functional Heaven. Each new type of information represents a rung on the ladder: (1) The local density approximation (LDA), which employs no other information than the density at a given point in space, occupies the first rung; (2) The second rung consists of semilocal GGAs (generalized gradient approximations), where the reduced density gradient is admitted as an information source; (3) The third rung is occupied by semilocal "metaGGAs", which involve either higher derivatives of the density or, containing similar information, the kinetic energy density; (4) At the fourth rung, one finds functionals dependent on the occupied orbitals, which are of course global rather than semilocal. (For a comprehensive review on orbital-dependent DFT, see ref 37) . The most common examples, of course, are the well-known "hybrid functionals", in which a fraction of "exact" Hartree−Fock-like exchange is admixed into the exchange functionals: personally, the authors have found it useful to distinguish between "incomplete fourth-rung" hybrid GGAs and "complete fourth-rung" hybrid meta-GGAs. Rangeseparated hybrids (RSHs) offer further grounds for finer subdivision:
38 they themselves can be subdivided into longrange-corrected RSHs (which have 100% HF exchange in the long-distance limit), [39] [40] [41] and screened hybrids (which at that asymptote only have semilocal exchange). 42 Of course, ordinary Hartree−Fock theory itself can be regarded as a special case of a fourth-rung functional (100% exact exchange, null correlation); (5) At the fifth rung are placed functionals that also involve the virtual (unoccupied) orbitals. So-called "double hybrids", in which both HF-like exchange (that is, HF exchange in a basis of Kohn−Sham orbitals) and MP2-like correlation are admixed, are one class of fifth-rung approaches (which we will consider in this work), RPA (random phase approximation)-based approaches 43 are another. Straight MP2, as well as spincomponent-scaled variants, 32 can be considered special cases of fifth-rung functionals.
The following DFT functionals were considered: on the second rung of the "Jacob's Ladder", 44 (c) The Weigend-Ahlrichs 59 def2-TZVPP and def2-QZVP basis sets, which are somewhat "amphoteric" in their applicability to wave function and DFT calculations and therefore seem like a good choice for double-hybrid DFT calculations, as well as for cross-comparisons between wave function, double-hybrid, and conventional DFT.
For comparison purposes, the spdf basis sets cc-pVTZ, pc-2, and def2-TZVPP can be considered to be in the same quality segment, while the spdfg basis sets cc-pVQZ, pc-3, and def2-QZVP likewise share a quality bracket.
The following types of empirical dispersion corrections 60 were considered: (a) Grimme's 2006 version, 22 denoted by the suffix "-D" in earlier papers and by the suffix "-D2" in the present work (to distinguish it from later versions). This model only has R −6 terms with fixed parameters for every atom, multiplied by a Fermi-type damping function of the form
The length-scaling factor s R is set to a fixed value of 1.1, which leaves D2 with only a single parameter s 6 for every level of theory. It is obtained by linear least-squares minimization of the error over a set of well-known weak interaction energies, generally the S22 benchmark set of Hobza and co-workers. 61 (b) As part of the ωB97X-D functional, 55 the alternative correction of Chai and Head-Gordon, which resembles D2 except for a different damping function
in which they set a = 6 and α = 12.
(c) Grimme's 2010 version, 62 denoted by the suffix "-D3" here and elsewhere. It includes R −8 terms as well as connectivity-dependent atomic parameters, but sets s 6 = 1.0 and has two parameters: the overall r −8 admixture coefficient s 8 and the length scaling s R . Unlike "-D2", published parameters for DFT-D3 cover the elements H−Pu, including the transition metals. The Chai/Head-Gordon damping function is used, with a = 6 but with a slightly greater α = 14.
(d) A minor modification of DFT-D3, 63 in which the cutoff function was replaced by one inspired by Becke and Johnson:
6,AB with f(R 0,AB ) = a 1 R 0,AB + a 2 . This modified cutoff function does not fade to zero at short distance but to a small finite value: it has been argued 64 that this function is physically more sound and that it does not exhibit the counterintuitive behavior of increased intermonomer distances for more tightly bound species.
In addition to these "static" corrections (which use no wave function or density information, only the nuclear positions  which of necessity limits their flexibility in adapting to changing chemical environments), the Vydrov-van Voorhis (VV10) "nonlocal" (NL) correction was considered, which does not rely on atomic dispersion parameters at all but instead employs a local response model that extracts all required information (except for a single short-range damping parameter) from the molecular electron density. These calculations were carried out using the implementation in ORCA 2.9.
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In a recent review article, Klimešand Michaelides, 67 propose a "stairway to Heaven" for dispersion corrections (by analogy to the "Jacob's Ladder" 44 for exchange-correlation functionals). At step zero, aside from pseudopotential approaches, 68 one finds implicit treatment by parametrization of the semilocal functional: in the present work, this step is represented by the M06 family of functionals. As step one, they classify simple R −6 corrections with static coefficients, such as −D2 considered presently; step two is created by incorporating some degree of dependence on the chemical environment in the coefficients, such as is done in −D3 and −D3BJ, or in the more elaborate Tkatchenko-Scheffler 69 and Becke-Johnson 64 models. At step three, one finds long-range or "nonlocal" functionals such as VV10 (considered in this work), 65 vdwDF, 70 and vdw-DF2; 71 higher steps would consider three-body terms and/or explicit long-range correlation by perturbation theory (such as the double hybrids considered in the present work) or the random phase approximation (RPA). 43 A full rigorous ab initio treatment would presumably correspond to Heaven.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Extrema on the Potential Energy Surface. As shown by Tasi et al., 26 the n-pentane torsion surface has 14 stationary points, namely four minima, six transition states, and four second-order saddle points. In labeling them, we use the conformational notation convention T = trans (180°), G = gauche (±60°), X = cross (±90°), γ = (±75°), ξ = skew (±120°), τ = eclipsed (0°). In cases where the two angles have the opposite sign, we indicate this by superscripts, that is, gx
Relative energies at various levels of theory can be found in Table 1 , while backbone torsion angles are given in Table 2 and molecular visualizations of all 14 extrema can be found in Figure S -1 of the Supporting Information (SI). MP2/cc-pVTZ and SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ harmonic frequencies, as well as Cartesian coordinates for the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ geometries are likewise provided in the SI, the latter both in Xmol/Jmol .xyz format and as interactive Jmol objects. A graphical representation of the entire torsion surface, which may clarify the meaning of the various labels, can be seen in Figure 1 .
The four second-order saddle points are located at roughly 120-degree spacing: the global maximum ττ (C 2v symmetry) at (0,0); the 4-fold degenerate ξτ (no symmetry) at about (±120,0) and (0,±120); and two nearly equivalent doubly degenerate central maxima ξξ (C 2 symmetry) at about (±120, ± 120) and ξξ − (C s symmetry) at (±120,±120). The global minimum is of course the well-known tt (C 2v symmetry) at (180,180); second highest in energy is the 4-fold degenerate tg (no symmetry) at about (60,180), followed by the syn gauche combination gg (C 2 symmetry, 2-fold degenerate) at about (±60,±60). The anti gauche combination, which would have been gg − , actually is not a local minimum due to the well-known "pentane interference", but undergoes a small splitting into degenerate gx − structures at about (±60, ±90) and (±90,±60), which is the least stable minimum.
This leaves six transition states. ξt (3.10 kcal/mol) connects tt and tg, while ξG and ξG− (3.48 and 3.35 kcal/mol, − ") and τx (7.05 kcal/mol, between adjacent equivalent gg and gx−) are not lowest accessible pathways: those would run via gg and tg, respectively. There is no direct pathway at all from tt to gg or gx−: indirect pathways run via tg. Nor is there a direct pathway from gg to G "−" G "−" : this transformation would proceed via tg, tt, and tg "−" . Conformer isomerization ('conformerization') pathways at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level are summarized in Table 3 .
It was pointed out earlier 4 that the deficiencies of DFT methods express themselves not only in the relative conformer energies (see Table 1 ) but also in the torsional angles. For instance, at the B3LYP level one sees an error of 5 degrees in the torsion angle for the gg structure; the RMS deviation from CCSD(T) over all nontrivial torsion angles is 2.2 degrees. This latter statistic is reduced to 0.8 degrees upon addition of a D2 empirical dispersion correction (with s 6 = 1.05). At the PBE0 level, one finds a more respectable but still significant 1.35 degrees, which drops to 0.54 degrees with a D2 empirical dispersion correction (s 6 = 0.60). The M06 and M06−2X functionals, which attempt to implicitly account for dispersion, have RMSDs of 1.7 and 1.24 degrees, respectively. For comparison, straight MP2 yields 0.27 degrees, which drops further to 0.21 degrees for SCS-MP2. At similar expense, the older double-hybrid functional B2GP-PLYP yields 0.8 degrees without any dispersion correction, and 0. 35 For the whole surface, pointwise CCSD(T) or even CCSD or MP3 optimizations would be intractable, but SCS-MP2/ccpVTZ is quite feasible. To what degree does this affect energetics? Comparing fully optimized CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ with CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ relative energies, we found that the difference is just barely detectable on the scale of interest to us, with an RMS change of 0.003 kcal/ mol and a maximum change of 0.005 kcal/mol (see Table S -1 in the SI). We thus feel justified in using the SCS-MP2/ccpVTZ reference geometries for the remainder of the surface.
While cc-pVTZ would appear to be a good "bread and butter" basis set, at least for alkanes, the questions arise whether (a) on the one hand, is it adequate for the relative energetics, and (b) on the other hand, would a smaller basis set have yielded acceptable results?
In response to (a), we carried out explicitly correlated CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pV{D,T}Z-F12 as well as MP2-F12/ccpV{T,Q}Z-F12 calculations 30 with the aim of effectively eliminating basis set incompleteness concerns. As the (T) contribution is still calculated conventionally, an approximate F12 correction for it was obtained by scaling it with the MP2-F12/MP2 ratio, as first proposed by Marchetti and Werner.
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(The VnZ-F12 basis sets and matching density fitting basis sets were taken from refs 73 and 74, respectively, while the geminal exponents recommended in ref 73 were employed.) The RMSD between CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pV{D,T}Z and CCSD-(T)-F12b/cc-pV{D,T}Z was found to be just 0.005 kcal/mol (cf. Table S-1 in the SI). The difference between MP2-F12/ccpVTZ-F12 and MP2-F12/cc-pVQZ-F12 was found to be even smaller (vide infra). We can thus assume that CCSD(T)-F12b/ cc-pVTZ-F12 is adequately close to the basis set limit for our purposes.
The RMSD difference with these latter values of CCSD(T)/ cc-pVTZ is 0.031 kcal/mol, which drops to 0.017 kcal/mol with the aug-cc-pVTZ and 0.008 kcal/mol with the cc-pVQZ basis set. Factoring in computational cost, it appears that, if CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 single point calculations were not feasible, then CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ would be the best we can do.
Considering (b), we have optimized MP2/def2-QZVP geometries and used those to assess torsion angles at the MP2 level with various basis sets. The resulting RMSD values are: cc-pVTZ 0.15, 6-31G* 0.54, 6-311G** 0.66, def2-SVP 0.82, def2-TZVP 0.48, and def2-TZVPP 0.27 degrees. MP2/ccpVQZ geometries for a subset of species were found to be functionally equivalent to the MP2/def2-QZVP counterparts. It thus appears that, at least for the backbone torsion angles, the electron correlation method viz. DFT functional/dispersion combination has a much greater influence than the basis set. 3.2. Mapping of Conformational Surface. In light of the results in the previous section, we settled on SCS-MP2/ccpVTZ as the level of theory for the constrained optimizations. For each point, the two backbone torsion angles were fixed and a constrained optimization carried out on the remaining internal coordinates. The torsion angles φ 1 and φ 2 were stepped in 10 degree increments, and only symmetry-unique points were considered. Considering that E(φ 1 ,φ 2 ) = E(φ 2 ,φ 1 ) and E(φ 1 ,φ 2 ) = E(360°−φ 1 ,360°−φ 2 ), this leaves us with 343 unique points.
For these geometries (given in the SI), we carried out singlepoint energy calculations at the following levels: conventional CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ (yielding MP2, SCS-MP2, MP3, SCS-MP3, MP4(SDQ), and CCSD as byproduct) and explicitly correlated CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12, CCSD(T)-F12/ccpVTZ-F12 (yielding MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 as a byproduct), and MP2-F12/cc-pVQZ-F12. (As in the previous section, the cc-pVnZ-F12 basis sets and matching density fitting basis sets were taken from refs. 73 and, 74 respectively, while the geminal beta values recommended in ref. 73 were employed. Total and relative energies are given in the SI.) The RMS difference between the CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ-F12 and cc-pVTZ-F12 surfaces is just 0.006 kcal/mol, while the largest difference of 0.018 kcal/mol is seen at the (80,80) point; in general, the largest such differences are seen on or near the (x,±x) seams.
As an additional check for adequate basis set convergence, we considered MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 and MP2-F12/cc-pVQZ-F12 surfaces: their RMS difference is just 0.0015 kcal/mol, with a maximum of just 0.004 kcal/mol at the (30,30) point. We believe we have thus established that our explicitly correlated surface is adequately converged in the 1-particle basis set for at least the valence correlation part.
How do these surfaces compare to the conventional CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ surface? The RMS difference between the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ and CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 surfaces is 0.04 kcal/mol, with a maximum of 0.105 kcal/mol at the (40,40) point. It thus appears that even the relatively inexpensive CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 approach is to be preferred over the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ surface, which is a useful finding for conformational energetics on larger species.
For a representative sample of structures, we considered core−valence correlation at the CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pCVDZ-F12 and CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pCVTZ-F12 levels, 75 and found these to be quite small but inadequately converged with the ccpCVDZ-F12 basis set. In light of the already formidable computational expense for the valence surface, we have therefore refrained from carrying out any core−valence calculations on the entire surface.
Let us now consider the surface at lower ab initio levels of theory. First of all, even at the SCF level all minima and transition states are present and indeed a contour plot looks very similar (Figure S-2 in the SI), except that the scale would indicate "extrusion" by about 20%. In Figure 2 we see contour plots of the CCSD correlation contribution (left-hand pane) and of the (T) triples. Qualitatively, the two plots look very similar, except that the (T) plot's energy scale is about 1/7 that of the CCSD plot. On the whole, electron correlation is seen to favor the most-strained structures. Now let us decompose the CCSD correlation energy into opposite-spin and same-spin components, or alternatively into singlet-coupled and triplet-couplet pair components. These two decompositions are (for closed-shell systems) related by E CCSD S = E ab − (E aa + E bb )/2 = E ab − E ss /2 and E CCSD T = 3(E aa + E bb )/ 2 = (3/2)E ss . As shown in the left-hand and right-hand panes of Figure 3 , opposite spin stabilizes most near the ττ global maximum and the τξ saddle points, also significantly near the τt transition states and ξξ ± saddle point, furthermore near gg and gx− minima, least at tg. Considering the singlet-coupled (S) pairs instead, we see the same basic trends but with additional sharpness, "as if a lens had been wiped clean" (Figure 3) .
As we can see in Figure 4 (top left pane), however, the triplet-coupled (T) pairs (identical to the same-spin contribution except for the 3/2 prefactor) look qualitatively very different. Here we see a mountain "mesa" around the four ξξ ± structures with tt in the middle, with the greatest stabilization around the gg structures, followed by gx − and then the γγ − barrier. tg is not getting so much stabilization: visually, while both S and T surfaces have 2-fold rotational symmetry by construction, the S surface could be described as having 4-fold 'quasisymmetry' while this is emphatically not true for the T surface.
The most revealing comparison, however, is with the surfaces of empirical dispersion corrections as plotted in the top-right and bottom-right panes of Figure 4 . Note that, except for a flatter mesa and the gx − maxima jutting out to the edge of the plot, the D2 correction displays all the 'cartographic' features of the T surface, except for being scaled by about 1.7. While the D3BJ correction has more sophisticated atomic Lennard-Jones parameters, a different damping function, and R −8 terms not present in the R −6 -only D2 correction, the same qualitative features are seen there but now on a similar scale as the T surface. The D3 (also known as D3zero) correction 62 (middle left-hand pane), which has inordinately large R −8 contributions, has been deprecated by the Grimme group in favor of D3BJ (middle right-hand pane): as can be seen in Figure 4 , its plot exhibits additional 'terrain', which is even more pronounced with parameters for other functionals like B3LYP. We note that the Chai−Head-Gordon correction from the ωB97X-D functional (bottom right-hand pane) looks qualitatively very similar to D3zero despite different coefficients and the complete absence of R −8 terms: this illustrates the importance of the damping function (which is the same as for D3zero). We also considered the "nonlocal" Vydrov-van Voorhis van der Waals functional correction, 65 as previously benchmarked in ref 76 and implemented in ORCA 2.9. 66 The b parameters for various functionals were taken from ref 77 . As can be seen in Figure 4 , this correction is qualitatively much closer to D3BJ (and to the CCSD T pairs contribution) than to D3, with D2 somewhere in the middle.
The correlation matrix between the different corrections is given below:
What about quasiperturbative triple excitations, tha is, the CCSD(T)−CCSD difference? As seen in Figure 2 , their contribution is fairly significant, and qualitatively resembles the CCSD correlation energy. Hence scaling the CCSD correlation energy or SCS-CCSD (parameters 35 C S = 1.27, C T = 1.1766) should be a very good approximation to the (T) contributions, and as can be seen in the SI ( Figures S-3 and S-4) and in Table  4 , this is indeed the case, with RMSD=0.10 kcal/mol overall and 0.066 kcal/mol in the lower regions (see below): in fact, performance of SCS(MI)CCSD 78 (with C S = 1.11 and C T = 1.2233) is almost too good to be true, at RMSD = 0.022 kcal/ mol overall.
Perhaps a look at the paradigmatic dispersion interaction, namely the helium dimer, might be instructive here. In this system, if we decompose the interaction energy in pair energies,
S − 2E[1s(He)]. As can be seen in Figure 5 , energy plots versus (r e /r) 6 exhibit linearity over the 0−1.4 range (and approximate linearity well beyond that) for the correlation contributions: the T pairs:S pairs:(T) triples contributions are in roughly 10:2.3:1 size ratios.
Coming back to pentane, Table 4 lists performance statistics for various wave function ab initio methods, both using the ccpVTZ basis set relative to CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ reference data, and using the def2-QZVPP basis set relative to CCSD(T)-F12/ cc-pVTZ-F12 reference data. We list performance statistics both using equal weights, and using Boltzmann weights with a Boltzmann temperature of 1000 K. The latter statistics reduce the influence of large errors for the regions near the saddle points and especially the global maximum, and may shed additional light on performance.
Let us now break down contributions for pentane by order of perturbation theory. First of all, aside from (T) at fourth order, all the "action" is seen at second and third order. The MP2 T pairs are essentially the CCSD T pairs multiplied by 1.17, with MP3 counteracting the 'exaggeration' and fourth and higher order contributions quite small. The MP2 S pairs blur some structural features seen on the CCSD S pairs surface: these then reenter at third order, with the fourth and higher-order contributions again quite modest. Likewise, fifth-order (T) terms are quite trifling. (We note in Table 4 that RMSD only sees a modest drop from MP3 to MP4(SDQ), and that full MP4 has an RMSD from CCSD(T) of just 0.020 kcal/mol.) Contour plots for all of these can be found in the SI (Figures S-5 through S-10).
The error in the straight MP2 surface (Figure S-11 in the SI) varies from +0.12 kcal/mol near gg via about −0.3 kcal/mol at ξξ ± and τξ ± geometries to −0.61 kcal/mol at the ττ global maximum. Its error is greatest in the upper reaches of the surface, as expected: RMSD drops from 0.19 kcal/mol with unit weighting to 0.09 kcal/mol with Boltzmann weighting (T B = 1000 K), and to just 0.042 kcal/mol using T B = 298.15 K. As to the minima, the main problem is a bias against the gg structure. SCS-MP2 does not really improve the energetics over MP2 (Figure S-12 in the SI), although it does appear to help with the geometries of the minima (see above). SCS(MI)MP2, 79 which was parametrized for weak interactions, in fact does more harm than good, RMSD increasing to 0.568 from the straight MP2 value of 0.191 kcal/mol (see also Figure S -13 in the SI). For this problem, SCS-MP3 does not offer any real improvement over SCS-MP2 ( Figure S-14, SI) . MP2.5, 36,80 on the other hand (being an average of MP2 and MP3) performs excellently near minima, and fairly well near transition states: its only large errors are near the eclipsed geometries ( Figure S-15, SI) . The RMSDs, however, are not significantly better than those of MP2.
3.3. Performance of Density Functional Methods. Figures 6 and 7 show error surfaces for a number of representative DFT functionals. LDA (Figure 6 , bottom right- The error surfaces of the BLYP, BP86 (not shown), and PBE GGAs, and even of the TPSS meta-GGA, all look qualitatively quite similar, with areas of overstabilization near the secondorder saddle points in general, and four deep troughs around ξξ ± in particular. These troughs, in the event, are complementary to the four peaks in the D3 surface ( Figure  4 , middle left pane), which explains why D3 actually outperforms D3BJ for these GGAs (see Table 5 below). As can be seen for B3LYP and PBE0 in Figure 6 , admixture of Hartree−Fock exchange primarily has the effect of mitigating or reversing the overstabilization around the second-order saddle points, in particular "flattening" the central area considerably: the same observation can be made for other hybrids not shown here such as B3P86, B3PW91, and TPSS0. The error range is only slightly reduced at the top but quite considerably at the bottom, e.g. from [−0.52, 0.81] for PBE to [−0.13,0.76] for PBE0. We also note that the PBE0 error surface has a very similar shape to the B3LYP one, but is scaled down considerably.
Error surfaces for additional functionals can be found in Figure S-16 of the SI. The M06 and M06−2X "implicit dispersion" functionals do span smaller error ranges, but exhibit spurious gg and gx− stabilizations of 0.4−0.5 kcal/mol as well as erratic surfaces. GKM reported earlier that M06 actually inverts the energetic ordering of the gg and gx− conformers.
Let us now turn to the double hybrids. B2GP-PLYP without dispersion correction (Figure 7 , upper left pane) does a better job than B3LYP, but this is a low hurdle to pass. B2GP-PLYP-D2 (upper right pane) overcorrects near gg but is otherwise an improvement, while B2GP-PLYP-D3BJ (lower right pane) yields an excellent performance in the conformationally important region. The spin-component-scaled double hybrids DSD-BLYP and especially DSD-PBEP86 do quite well. Contour plots for both DSD-PBEP86-D2 and DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ varieties can be seen in Figure 8 : it is seen that performance compared to SCS(MI)CCSD can be reached. While the customized SCS-MP3 may be more a curiosum than anything else, the ad hoc SCS-MP2 can be combined with analytical first and second derivative implementations to enable rapid optimizations and frequency calculations. Table 5 considers the performance of various DFT methods for the n-pentane surface, both over the whole energy spectrum and weighted toward the lower-energy region. Not surprisingly, conventional DFT functionals have a hard time without dispersion corrections. Using the D3BJ correction or the VV10 model, however, several hybrid GGAs achieve respectable performances, with even B3LYP-NL reaching RMSD = 0.09 kcal/mol. While there is no obvious advantage to hybrids over the underlying GGAs in the absence of empirical corrections, the hybrids have a clear edge when NL or D3BJ are added. (Except for the double hybrids, the older D2 often does more harm than good in a conformational context, consistent with what was found in ref 4 .) The performance of PBE0-D3BJ and PBE0-NL, in particular, stands out, reaching RMSD = 0.07 and 0.05 kcal/mol, respectively (both 0.05 kcal/ mol using Boltzmann weights with T B = 1000 K).
Especially for the Boltzmann-weighted RMSD, PBE appears to have an edge over the other GGA (BLYP, BP86) and even over the meta-GGA (TPSS). For reasons explained above, the older D3zero correction outperforms D3BJ (and in fact even NL) for the "pure DFT" functionals: for the hybrids, either D3BJ has the edge over D3zero, or both corrections have very low RMSDs.
Among the "implicitly dispersion-corrected" functionals of the Truhlar group, the older PW6B95 actually slightly outperforms the newer M06-2X, and both have a substantial edge over M06. For PW6B95, D3 markedly outperforms D3BJ, which is probably related to the fact that both PW6B95 (and its "ancestor" B1B95 81 ) have uncorrected error profiles (see Figure S -16, SI) qualitatively similar to those seen for the (meta)GGAs above rather than to those seen for the corresponding hybrids (compare Figures 6 and S-16, SI) .
The performance of the ωB97X range-separated hybrid can only be described as stunning (see also Figure S -16, SI): in fact, ωB97X-D, which includes a dispersion correction and was globally reparametrized in its presence, surprisingly performs worse unweighted, although the gap is largely closed for the weighted RMSD. (In an attempt to see whether the performances of ωB97X and ωB97X-D are specific to this system, we considered the 12 lowest conformer energies of melatonin 12 with these functionals and the def2-QZVP basis set. The RMSDs we obtained were 0.43 kcal/mol for ωB97X and 0.33 kcal/mol for ωB97X-D: the former number is among the best for uncorrected functionals below rung five, while the latter is intermediate between D2-and D3BJ-corrected versions of common hybrid DFT functionals like PBE0. Over the entire set of 52 conformers, RMSD for ωB97X deteriorates to 0.81 kcal/mol, while that for ωB97X-D stays essentially unchanged at 0.31 kcal/mol.)
In the process of revising this manuscript, we also considered the very recent M11 range-separated hybrid 41 using the most recent release of GAMESS-US. 82 Both the unweighted and Boltzmann-weighted RMSDs are around 0.4 kcal/mol, markedly worse than the ωB97X and ωB97X-D rangeseparated hybrids. We again considered the melatonin conformer set as a secondary check, and found likewise rather poor values of 0.67 kcal/mol for the lowest 12 conformer energies, and 0.77 kcal/mol for the entire set.
Among double hybrids (see also Figures 7, 8 , and S-17, SI), the best performances in the absence of an empirical correction are put in by DSD-PBEhB95-noD and the similar PWPB95. 24 (While PWPB95 uses PW91 exchange and Becke95 correlation with custom-adjusted parameters and an opposite-spin-only MP2-like term, DSD-PBEhB95 leaves the underlying exchange and correlation functionals unmodified but admits a small fraction of same-spin correlation.) Using the older D2 correction, B2GP-PLYP-D in fact does best (RMSD = 0.07 kcal/mol), while with the newer D3BJ correction, the performance of DSD-PBEPBE-D3BJ is essentially too good to be true (RMSD = 0.03 kcal/mol, dropping to 0.02 with Boltzmann weighting). Yet both DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ and DSD-PBEhB95-D3BJ still put in creditable performances at RMSD = 0.08 kcal/mol, which for DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ improves to 0.044 kcal/mol when Boltzmann weighting (T B = 1000 K) is applied.
In the melatonin study, 12 the performance of DFT methods exhibited a number of trends that parallel the present findings. The main difference is that there, internal weak hydrogen bonds cause enough basis set dependence even at the DFT level that performance difference can be masked by basis set incompleteness if one is not careful. In contrast, in an earlier draft of the present manuscript we obtained fundamentally the same error statistics for the DFT functionals with the cc-pVTZ basis setwhich is not only considerably smaller than the def2-QZVP used in Table 5 but rather suboptimal for DFT calculations as well.
CONCLUSIONS
In the earlier work of GKM, 4 it was shown that conformer energies in alkanes (and other systems) are highly dispersiondriven, and that uncorrected DFT functionals fail badly at reproducing them, while simple empirical dispersion corrections tend to overcorrect. In order to gain greater insight into the nature of the phenomenon, we have mapped the torsional surface of n-pentane to 10-degree resolution at the CCSD(T)- F12 level near the basis set limit. The data obtained have been decomposed by order of perturbation theory, excitation level, and same-spin vs opposite-spin character. A large number of approximate electronic structure methods have been considered, as well as several empirical dispersion corrections. Our chief conclusions are as follows: (a) the effect of dispersion is dominated by same-spin correlation (or triplet-pair correlation, from a different perspective); (b) singlet-pair correlation is important for the surface, but qualitatively very dissimilar to the dispersion component; (c) single and double excitations beyond third order are essentially unimportant for this surface; (d) connected triple excitations do play a role but are statistically very similar to the MP2 singlet-pair correlation; (e) the form of the damping function is crucial for good performance of empirical dispersion corrections; (f) at least in the lower-energy regions, SCS-MP2 and especially MP2.5 perform very well; and (g) novel spin-component scaled double hybrid functionals such as DSD-PBEP86-D2 acquit themselves very well for this problem.
